
• I am Kazuaki Hasegawa, the president of JR-West.• I would like to thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedules to participate in our results presentation today.• In addition, to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus infection, we decided to hold the presentation in an on-line format.• I would like to ask our shareholders and other investors for their understanding of the JR-West Group.   • Next, I will move forward with the presentation in accordance with the presentation materials.







• First, I will provide an overview of our results for FY2020.3. Please turn to slide 3 in the presentation materials.
• In FY2020.3, results were basically in line with expectations through the first nine months of the fiscal year. However, in the fourth quarter, demand declined substantially due to the spread of the novel coronavirus infection. As shown in this slide, for the full fiscal year, revenues and profits were both substantially down from the previous year and lower than the plan.
• The novel coronavirus had the effect of reducing the Company’s revenues in FY2020.3 by approximately ¥40.0 billion in the railway business, including lower inbound transportation revenues, and by approximately ¥15.0 billion in non-railway businesses.
• Looking at our results in FY2020.3, performance was favorable in the first half, and we were able to achieve profit attributable to owners of parent of ¥89.3 billion for the fiscal year. However, this was substantially below expectations, and as a result, although it is extremely regrettable, the Company changed the year-end dividend for FY2020.3 from the previous forecast of ¥95 per share to ¥87.5 per share, the same as the year-end dividend for the previous fiscal year.
• Together with the interim dividend of ¥95 per share, which has already been paid, the annual dividend for FY2020.3 is ¥182.5 per share, an increase of ¥7.5 year on year.



• Please turn to slide 4. I will explain the current situation.
• First, in the railway business, due to the spread of the novel coronavirus infection, usage has remained low month after month.
• Looking at usage in April, up to April 26, the Sanyo Shinkansen was at 14% year on year (compared with the same days in the previous year).
• In addition, in the most recent week, from April 24 to 30, there was a rebound from the previous year, when conditions were favorable during the Golden Week period, and preliminary figures for the Sanyo Shinkansen were 5% year on year.
• From a management perspective, the situation is extremely challenging, and we recognize that this is a cause for serious concern among shareholders. However, the stay-home initiatives under the state of emergency are showing results, and we hope that this will lead to a resolution as soon as possible.



• Please turn to slide 5.
• In non-railway businesses, basically, under the state of emergency, operations were closed until May 6, with the exception of certain stores that are necessary for supporting the daily lives of customers in the areas along railway lines, such as convenience stores and supermarkets.
• In addition, to prevent the spread of the infection, for the time being, we have temporarily closed certain hotels, including certain VIA INN and Vischio hotels.



• Next, please turn to slide 6.
• In this type of challenging environment, we have four basic approaches. Specifically, they are: (1) Fulfilling our mission as a social infrastructure company, (2) Protecting the safety of customers and employees, (3) Protecting employment, and (4) Protecting the supply chain.
• And in regard to operational administration, we will do our utmost to rapidly move forward with measures that can be implemented. Moving forward, we will advance the three types of measures described below.
• The first is reducing the number of trains in operation.
• As previously announced, we have implemented reductions for a large number of trains. For example, starting April 24 and continuing for the time being, operation of all Shinkansen extra trains has been suspended. Moving forward, we will continue to consider further reductions in the timetable while monitoring usage conditions.
• The next topics are cost reductions, investment control, and short-term employment adjustments.
• Currently, the entire Group is working to reduce costs and carefully examine investment while maintaining our priority on safety, which is the basis of our management. On the other hand, we will carefully identify and implement measures that are necessary for the next generation. Furthermore, with a focus on maintaining employment, and to prevent the spread of the infection, certain Group companies have already implemented short-term employment adjustments, such as temporary leave. We are considering expanding the scope of these measures, including the Company, while monitoring the situation.
• Next, I will discuss financial matters.
• First, we are steadily moving forward with the procurement of long-term funds.
• Also, in regard to short-term funds, we have already completed the issuance of ¥100.0 billion in commercial paper, and we are moving ahead with procedures to increase the issuance limit.
• Furthermore, in regard to commitment line, for which we have secured a loan limit of ¥130.0 billion, we are in the final stages of discussions with financial institutions to increase the loan limit. Moving forward, we will continue taking thoroughgoing steps to raise the necessary funds, both long-term and short-term.
• As previously announced, from April, full-time directors will voluntarily return 10% of their monthly salaries. In the future, we will monitor the management situation and make appropriate judgments.



• Finally, please turn to slide 7.
• First, in regard to the current circumstances, from a financial perspective, we believe that this is the greatest crisis that JR-West has faced since it was established.
• The decline in customer usage is extremely large, and in addition it is very difficult to forecast how long this situation will continue and the period of time that will be required for a recovery. In any case, from a financial perspective, we are prepared for a level of results that we have never experienced before. However, it is difficult to forecast the scale of the influence.
• Accordingly, at this point, it is difficult to rationally calculate a profit plan, including the amount of the decline in revenues and the various countermeasures to that decline. Regrettably, we have not yet determined our results forecast or dividend forecast for FY2021.3.
• In addition, we are now in the third year of the Medium-Term Management Plan and the Safety Think-and-Act Plan, and in regard to railway safety, which is the Group’s most important issue, we will steadily implement initiatives in accordance with the Safety Think-and-Act Plan.
• On the other hand, with consideration for the current circumstances, we will reevaluate the medium-term management plan, including quantitative targets, capital expenditure plans, financial strategies, etc., as well as scheduling.
• In regard to the reevaluation of the plan, first, to prepare for the period during and after the recovery, with consideration for changes in customer behavior, etc., we will prepare thorough measures to foster demand in the western Japan area and allocate resources on a priority basis. In addition, we will steadily move forward with investment in projects from which we can expect a sufficient return in the future.
• In addition, to achieve sustained gains in corporate value over the long term, we will work to move quickly to reduce debt, which has increased. In conjunction with enhanced cost control, we will implement thorough investment management. We will work to restore our financial strength, and bolster our management foundation.
• Finally, we currently face a challenging management environment, but the entire Group will work together to overcome this crisis. We will do our utmost to support an early end to the spread of the novel coronavirus, and we will fulfill our duty as a company that provides railway transportation, an important social infrastructure. Then, we will work to achieve sustained gains in corporate value over the long-term for all stakeholders.
• This concludes my portion of today’s presentation.



• I am Yoshito Fujiwara, the general manager of the Finance Department.• I will explain the key points regarding our results for FY2020.3.
• First, please look at the non-consolidated overview on slide 11.







• Operating revenues decreased ¥19.0 billion year on year due to lower transportation revenues.
• Operating expenses increased ¥11.9 billion year on year, due to such factors as higher maintenance costs, miscellaneous costs, and depreciation, etc.
• As a result, operating income was down ¥30.9 billion.
• On the other hand, net extraordinary profit and loss improved significantly due to a rebound from the loss on disaster recorded in FY2019, and net income was down ¥7.0 billion year on year.
• Looking at the second quarter forecast, revenues were ¥43.0 billion lower than the forecast and expenses were ¥7.3 billion lower.
• Please look at slide 12, which shows major factors of increase/decrease for transportation revenues.



• Transportation revenues were down substantially, reaching ¥856.8 billion for the fiscal year, a decline of ¥16.6 billion year on year and ¥42.1 billion lower than the plan.Transportation revenues were basically in line with the plan through the first nine months of the fiscal year. However, due to the spread of the novel coronavirus infection, transportation revenues in the three months of the fourth quarter were down ¥37.1 billion year on year, and as a result, transportation revenues for the full fiscal year were substantially lower than the plan.
• Moreover, looking at the Shinkansen revenues of ¥441.2 billion, Sanyo Shinkansen revenues were down ¥12.4 billion year on year, to ¥401.7 billion, and Hokuriku Shinkansen revenues declined ¥3.4 billion, to ¥39.5 billion.
• Although it is not shown in the table, inbound transportation revenues for the fiscal year were down ¥1.0 billion year on year, to ¥30.1 billion, or ¥5.6 billion short of the full-year target of ¥35.8 billion.
• Please look at slide 14, which shows major factors of increase/decrease for non-consolidated operating expenses.





• The major factors of increase/decrease were as follows.Maintenance costs: increased fluctuation in periodic inspection and maintenance.Miscellaneous costs: increase in system-related costs. Depreciation: Full-year of depreciation for assets put into operation in FY2019.3, etc.
• The primary reasons why operating expenses were ¥7.3 billion less than the forecast were as follows.Personnel costs: Year on year decline in number of months of salary to be paid as a bonus in FY2021.3, decline in overtime compensation due to progress in working-style reforms.Maintenance costs: Certain construction work shifted to future periods, decline in rolling stock inspection resulting from typhoon No. 19, etc.
• Next, please look at slides 16 and 17 for a consolidated overview.





• Operating revenues in the retail business were down ¥19.4 billion year on year, to ¥226.0 billion.However, excluding the effect of a change in the method of recording revenues due to a change in the contracts of tenant stores in stations, we absorbed the influence of the coronavirus and operating revenues were up ¥2.2 billion in real terms.This was due to favorable results with SEJ allied stores and other stores in stations and to full-year contributions and new openings for VIA INN hotels.Due to VIA INN opening expenses as well as the significant influence of the coronavirus, operating income in the retail business declined ¥2.2 billion, to ¥3.8 billion.
• Operating revenues in the real estate business were up ¥16.6 billion year on year, to ¥165.1 billion.The real estate lease and sale business recorded solid results, centered on the sales business.Due to the effect of renovations in the shopping center business, the influence of the coronavirus, etc., operating income in the real estate business was down ¥0.7 billion, to ¥34.9 billion.
• In other businesses, operating revenues were up ¥2.2 billion, to ¥183.6 billion. This was attributable to the new consolidation of Nara Hotel Co., Ltd, favorable Golden Week sales in travel agency operations, which have a December fiscal year-end, etc.Due to Vischio opening expenses in the hotel business as well as the significant influence of the coronavirus, operating income in other businesses declined ¥1.5 billion, to ¥19.7 billion.
• This concludes my portion of today’s presentation.
















